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UNIONS OF HILBERT CUBES

BY

RAYMOND Y. T. WONGC1) AND NELLY KROONENBERG(2)

ABSTRACT.   This paper gives a partial solution to the problem whether

the union of two Hubert cubes is a Hubert cube if the intersection is a Hu-

bert cube and a Z-set in one of them. Our results imply West's Intermediate

Sum Theorem on Hubert cube factors. Also a technique is developed to ob-

tain Z-sets as limits of Z-sets.

0. Introduction. This paper gives a partial solution to the following prob-

lem about the Hubert cube Q = [-1, l]x:

Question 1. Is the union of two copies of the Hilbert cube homeomorphic

to the Hilbert cube when their intersection is?

The converse is not the case: let  a be an arc in {0j x Q whose comple-

ment is not the complement of a point. Then öj = (t_l> 0l x Q)/o-, Q2 -

([0, l] x Q)/o., and Q¡ U Q2 are all homeomorphic to Q (since a can be

shown to have the complement of a point in J x Q, where / = [-1, 0], [0, l]

or [-1, l]), whereas Qj O Q2 is not homeomorphic to Q.

The analogous problem for Hilbert cube factors is solved by West [8], [°].

A Hilbert cube factor is a topological space X such that X x Q ^ Q.  This

is equivalent to the existence of a space Y such that X x Y s Q. In [8]

West proved that the union of two Hilbert cube factors is a Hilbert cubefactor

if the intersection is a Hilbert cube factor and a Z-set in one of them. (This

is the Intermediate Sum Theorem.) A general formal definition of Z-set will

be given in §1, but for the Hilbert cube Q, a closed subset is a Z-set in Q

iff it is equivalent under a space homeomorphism to a subset of an endface.

West's result [8] appears here as Theorem 1.4. Observe that from this result

it follows immediately that the triod and, more generally, all collapsible poly-

hedra are Hilbert cube factors.

Using the result of [8], West settles the general question for Hilbert cube
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factors proving that any union of two Hilbert cube factors is a Hilbert cube

factor if the intersection is [9].

The earliest result for Hilbert cubes is: the union of two copies Qj and

Q2 of the Hilbert cube is a Hilbert cube if the intersection is a copy of the

Hilbert cube and is a Z-set in both. This is an easy consequence of the

Homeomorphism Extension Theorem. Any homeomorphism between two

Z-sets in Q can be extended to an autohomeomorphism of Q.  Thus we may

assume that the intersection is an endface in both, so that the triple (<2j, Q2>

2j n Q2) is equivalent to (Q x [-1, O], Q x [O, l], Q x \0\) under a homeo-

morphism on Qj U Q2> and hence Q¡ U Q2 = Ô»

In this paper we maintain the condition that ¡3, nQ. is a Z-set in Q..

However, the requirement that Q¡ O Q2 is a Z-set in Q2 has been relaxed

considerably. We use the following notions: a cap set for Q is a subset of Q

which is equivalent to the pseudoboundary B(Q) = {x|3z: |x¿| = l}. A charac-

terization and examples will be given in §1. Furthermore we use fd cap sets,

a finite-dimensional analogue of cap set. Both cap sets and fd cap sets are

widely used in infinite-dimensional topology. The main result of §1 is that

the condition that Qx n Q2 is a Z-set in Q2 can be replaced by: there is a

cap set for <2j n Q2 which is a countable union of Z-sets in Q2 (Proposition

1.3). Also we give a simpler proof of West's first result from fe]. T. A. Chap-

man independently and earlier discovered the inverse-limit type of proof em-

ployed here; he had essentially the same (unpublished) proof for the Interme-

diate Sum Theorem (here Theorem 1.4). In §2 it is shown that, if for a sub-

set A C Q, A ^ Q, there exists an fd cap set for A which is a countable

union of Z-sets in Q, then this fd cap set can be 'blown up' to a cap set for

A which is a countable union of Z-sets in Q. Therefore the word cap set can

be replaced by fd cap set in Proposition 1.3.   Combined with a result from [6]

this produces Corollary 2.3 to the effect that it is sufficient that Q. D Q2

has deficiency 1 in Q2, or that Ql n Q2 is nowhere dense in Q2 and Q2\Q\

is O-ULC and 1-ULC.

1. A preliminary version of the Main Theorem. Proposition 1.3 below is

preliminary to Main Theorem 2.2. A closed subset K of a metric space X is

a Z-set in X if for each e > 0 there exists a map /: X —» X — K such that

d(f, idx) < f. It is easily seen that any closed subset of a Z-set and any finite

or countable closed union of Z-sets is again a Z-set. A stronger form of the

Homeomorphism Extension Theorem is: Every homeomorphism between two

Z-sets in Q which moves points less than e can be extended to an autoho-

meomorphism on Q which moves points less than t (see [l], [3J). In the In-
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troduction a cap set of Q was defined as a subset of Q equivalent under an

autohomeomorphism of Q to the pseudoboundary B(Q) = \x\li: |x¿| =1}. Now

we define (see [2]): A subset M of Q is an (fd) cap set for Q if M can be

written as [J.M., where each M¿ is a (finite-dimensional) Z-set in Q, M. C

M.+1, and such that the following absorption property holds: for all e, /' and

every (finite-dimensional) Z-set K in Q there is an autohomeomorphism h:

Q—>Q such that d(h, id) < (, h\M . = id and h(K) C M¿ for some z. Every

closed subset of an (fd) cap set is a Z-set and every two (fd) cap sets are

equivalent under a space homeomorphism. Examples for cap sets are: the

pseudoboundary

0(0,        M=|%|sup|*.|<l|= Ut-1+1/«.  1-1A]00,
i

and

P = ix| for all but finitely many i, x. < 0\

(it is not obvious from the definition that P and B(Q) are cap sets). Exam-

ples for fd cap sets are

s. = |x e (- 1, 1)°° | for all but finitely many i, x. = 0|

- U I* |V. < /',  |*.| < 1 - l/i and for all / > i, x. = 0}

and

Q = \xe Q\ for all but finitely many i, x. = 0¡ = \J \x\ V. > z, x.= 0j.

We need two results on inverse limits.  An onto map /: X—»Y, where X

= Y are metric spaces, is a near-homeomorphism if / can be uniformly approx-

imated by homeomorphisms.

Theorem A (Morton Brown [4]). // Xj «— X, •— X, •— • • •   is an inverse

sequence, where the X¿ are homeomorphic compact metric spaces and each

f. is a near-homeomorphism, then lim.(X., /.) = X,.

Lemma B [5l   Let (Xjt /.) be an inverse sequence of compact subsets of

a compact metric space X and surjections f.: X.+. —» X., such that for each i

(a) X. C X.+1 and Cl(U¿X¿) = X,

(b)d(f., idx.+i)<2-l+1,

(c) \fi °»>'°/.: X.+1 —> X.|/> i\ is an equi-uniformly continuous family

of ¡unctions (i.e. for each ( > 0 there is a 8 > 0 such that for every j > i

and every x and y in X.+J  with d{x, y) < 8, d(f. o- • • o fix), /. o- • • o/.(y)) < f).

Then XS lim^Xj.. /¿).

Proof. Let (x.). elim^., /f.) i.e., for each /', /.(x.+1) = x.. Because of

(b) there is a map F: lim¿(X¿, /¿) —» X which assigns to (x¿)¿ its limit. By
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(a) this map is onto and by applying (c) in opposite direction it is 1-1.

If the maps /. in the above lemma do not increase the distance between

any two points, then condition (c) of Lemma B is trivially satisfied.

In view of the above, Lemma 1.1 below will be seen to be the core of

the proofs of both Proposition 1.3 (the main result of this section) and Theo-

rem 1.4 (West's Intermediate Sum Theorem). The set Q x [-1, 1] will have the metric

d((x, /), (y, s)) « |f- «1 + 2- 2"'' . |x. - y.|.
i

Lemma 1.1. Let P=\x € Q\for all j > i, x  < 0}.   Let Q be a subset of

Q x [-1, 0] which contains, for some given i, P{ x {0} as a Z-set.  Then Q

U (P. x [O, l]) is homeomorphic to Q and there is a retraction

rimmli Q u(P.x[0, H) — Ö u(Pf-lx[0, 1])

which is a near-homeomorphism with distance 2~l to the identity and does not

increase the distance between any two points.

Proof. Since O n (P. x [0, l]) - P. x \0\ is a Z-set both in Q and in  P.

x [0, l], we have, by a remark in the Introduction, that Q U (P{ x [O, l]) is

homeomorphic to Q. The same is true for Q U (P,_i x [0, l]).

We define the retraction r._^ Q U (P{ x [O, l]) — Q U (Pf_ j x [0, l])

as follows:

(1) r¿_ j |ö uCF^j x [0, l]) is the identity map;

(2) r¿_j(x, /)=((x1# x2.x._v 0, x.+1. x.+2,...),/-2-' • x.) if

0< 2"' • x.<ty

(3) ri-mX(x. t)= ((xj, x2,-x._j, x. - 2l • /. x.+1, x.+2,...), 0) if

2_i - x> t.i —

In a picture (we show only the x.- and /-coordinates):

Obviously d(ri_l, id) = 2"'. To show that r¿_j is a near-homeomorphism

we remark that the pair (Q, P¿ x ÍOl) is homeomorphic to (P¿ x [-1, O], P{ x
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ÍO!) because of the Homeomorphism Extension Theorem for Z-sets. Thus

we get the following picture (again only showing the x.- and ¿-coordinates):

r
Pi-i

i 0

t

It is easily seen from this picture that r.   .  can be approximated by homeo-

morphisms, also of the form r;'_j x id, where rj,  is defined on the x.-

and ¿-coordinates and id on the other coordinates.

Finally, it is left as an exercise to the reader that r. does not increase

distances.

Lemma 1.2. Let A CQ2 be homeomorphic to Q.  Then any homeomor-

phism i; A —* Q x {Oi can be extended to an embedding of Q    into Q x

[-1, 0].

Proof. Let h: Q2 —» Q x [-1, O] be an arbitrary embedding of Q2 onto

a Z-set. By the Homeomorphism Extension Theorem for Q x [-1, 0] there is

a homeomorphism h '; Q x [-1, 0] —» Q x [-1, 0] which extends  i oh~l: h(A)

—» i(A). Then h' oh is an embedding of Q2  into Q x [-1, 0] which is an ex-

tension of i.

We are now ready to prove the preliminary version of the Main Theorem:

Proposition 1.3. If X is Qlu Q2, where Qx^ Q2^ Q^r\ Q2 and Ql

O Q2 is a Z-set in Qj such that there is a cap set for Qln Q2 which is a

countable union of Z-sets in Q2> then X is homeomorphic to Q.

Proof. We may write Q. = Q x [O, l], where Q, D £>, is identified with

Q x (Oi. By Lemma 1.2, we may also write Q2 = Q C Q x [-1, 0]. Furthermore

we may assume that the cap set postulated in the proposition is the set P x

lOi = Ujf,- x [0\. We form the inverse sequence

Qu(P1x[0,l])£ißu(P2x[0, i])^Qu(P3x[o, 1])...

with ri as in Lemma 1.1. This inverse sequence satisfies all requirements of

Lemma B and therefore  shows that Qj U Q2   is homeomorphic to
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lim¿ ((Q U (P. x [0, l])), r¿), whose inverse limit is a Hilbert cube according

to Theorem A.

West's Intermediate Sum Theorem [8] can be considered as a corollary to

Proposition 1.3, but instead we give a separate proof that bypasses the notion

of cap set.

Theorem 1.4 (West [8]). The union of two Hilbert cube factors X, and

X-, whose intersection is a Hilbert cube factor and a Z-set in X., is a Hil-

bert cube factor.

Proof. Set X! = X¿ x Q,  i= 1, 2. Since Xj n X2 is a Z-set in Xj, the

definition of Z-set gives immediately that also Xj n X2   is a Z-set in X. ,

whereas Xj, X2 , and Xj  n X2   are Hilbert cubes. Therefore we can identify

(Xj, Xj  n X2) with the pair (Q x [O, l], Q x |0}). Applying Lemma 1.2, we

can identify Xj*   with a set Q C Q x [-1, O] which contains Q x Í0J and such

that Xj  nXj   corresponds to Q x |0|.

We show that (Xj U X2) x Q is homeomorphic to Q: we form an inverse

sequence (Y., r¡ ). where  Y. = (Q x Q) U (Q x [0, l] x P.) and  P. is defined

as in Lemma 1.1. The bonding maps r.   are the identity on Q x Q; on the

term Q x LO, l] x P., r.    . is identified as idß x r._., where r._. is as in

Lemma 1.1. Since  P. is a Z-set in Q, also Q x \0\ x P■ is a Z-set in Q x

Q. Therefore it follows, by a similar argument as in Lemma 1.1, that r! is a

near-homeomorphism and that Y, = Q.  Furthermore, r!  does not increase dis-

tances. Thus the sequence (Y{, r'i)i satisfies all the conditions of Lemma B

and therefore

(Xj U X2) x Q at(X[ U X¡) x ß « lim (Y., r!)sé Q.

Remark. As mentioned in the Introduction, West uses this result (for which

he needed a much longer proof) to prove in [9] the general statement on Q-factors.

2. Reduction to fd cap sets. In this section we will describe how to blow

up an fd cap set for 2j O Q2, consisting of Z-sets in 22, to a cap set for

ö[ •"* Q2> consisting of Z-sets in ¡22. Before proceeding to this, we need

some additional definitions and results:

A set  K C Q = [-1, l]°° has deficiency k if K projects onto a point in

at least k coordinates; K has infinite deficiency if K projects onto a point

in infinitely many coordinates. A subset of Q is topologically equivalent to

a closed subset of infinite deficiency iff it is a Z-set in Q til. It follows

from our definition of Z-set (which is closely related to that given in

Toruriczyk [7, Theorem 2(a)(ii)], but which is different from Anderson's orig-

inal definition given in [l]), that the collection of nonempty Z-sets forms a Gj

in  2°, the hyperspace of Q. The proof goes as follows: let %{ = \K e 2^|
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there exists an /: Q — Q- K with d(f, idQ) < l/z'i. Obviously, 2. is open for

every i, and H-Z- is exactly the collection of all Z-sets.

The definition of cap set can be modified somewhat: a countable increas-

ing union IJ.M. of Z-sets is always a cap set if for every e there exists a

map h: Q — AL for some i with d(h, id^) < e and if moreover for every i,

M. — Q and M. is a Z-set in M¿+j. This can be seen as follows: Since M.

S Q, every map into M. can be approximated by an embedding onto a Z-set

in M.. So assume that /' > 1 and a Z-set  K C Q are given. Let for some i >

j and h, h; Q —> M. have distance less than i/4 to the identity. Let d(g, h)

< i/4 and g embeds Q in a Z-set in M¿. Then rf(g, id) < e/2. Applying the

Homeomorphism Extension Theorem for M¿, we can extend (g|M.)~  : g{M-)

—• M. to an autohomeomorphism /:M¿ —• AL such that «?(/, id) < e/2. Notice that

</(g, id) < e/2 iff ¿(g-1, id) < e/2 and also that d(g, id) < e/2 and d(f, id) <

e/2 together imply that d(f o g, id) < e. Thus / og: Q —• Al. has distance less

than e to the identity and leaves M. pointwise fixed. Applying the Homeo-

morphism Extension Theorem again, but this time to Q, we extend / og\K u M.

to the desired homeomorphism F: Q —» Q with íz*(F, id) < e and F|M. = id.

Lemma 2.1. Let A CQ, A S Q and suppose A contains an fd cap set

F = U-F. such that each F. is a Z-set in Q. Then A contains a cap set

Al = IJ.Al. such that each M. is a Z-set in Q.

Proof. Write A = [-1, l]°° with metric d(x, y) = Sj. 2~l '\x{ - y¿|  and for

each i, Fi = \x\ for all ; > z: x. = 0}. Let pi denote projection onto the z'th

coordinate and p¿'  projection onto F.. We will construct a family |M.}. with

for each i, M. D F^ M¿ ̂  Q and M¿ is a Z-set in M.+1 as well as in A and

Ö. The maps p!   and the remarks above show together that M = U-M- will

be a cap set as desired.

First, remark that the collection of nonempty closed subsets of A which

are Z-sets both in A and in Q form a G g in 2   , too. So write this collec-

tion as %A = llj-Gj-, where each 0¿ is an open subset of 2  . Since Fj is a

Z-set both in A and in Q, there exists an open neighborhood 0.  of F}  such

that any closed set K with F^KCO, belongs to öj. Expand Fj = F[l)

to a set F(j2)CF3 OO, of the form Fj2)=i(xj, 0, *2, 0, 0.« • • )| |*2| < c2(.

Choose 02 C C1(02) C Oj such that 02 is an open neighborhood of F(j2)

and such that for every closed set K with Fj2) CKC CL,   K e(32. Again

2
choose Fj3,CF5 n 0., of the form i(*j, 0, x2, 0, xy 0, 0,. • • }| |x2| < c

and  |*3| < Cji. Repeat this construction for all n. Let Mj = Cl(U   F,"'1) =

W x2z-1 ^ cz and x2i = 0, z = 2, 3, 4, •. •}. Now for all n,  F^ C Mj C

Cl (°„+1) C 0^, hence Mj e Ow0n, thus Mj is a Z-set both in A and in Q.

Obviously Mj 2é g.
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Next we give the construction of M2, which is similar to the general in-

ductive step. Since AL will be deficient only in the coordinates divisible

by  2 , we shall be able to prove that Mj is a Z-set in Al2, Alj being defi-

cient in all odd coordinates.

Since F2 U Mj is a Z-set, there is an open neighborhood 02   of F2 U

AL  such that for any closed set K with F2 u Alj C K C 0'2,  K eö2. Expand

F2 = F22) to F23) C F3 n 02   such that F(23) 3 F(j2) = Mj n Fy where F23)

is of the form F23) = i(xj, x2> x3, 0, 0,«*« )| |x3| < <ß2 j(xj, x2)} with <£2 3:

t-1, l] x [—1, l] —» (0, l] continuous and strictly positive. Choose  0,' C

Cl (03 ) C 02   such that for every closed set K with F23) U Alj C K C 0',

K £ 0,. Since we want deficiency in all coordinates divisible by 4, we skip

the fourth coordinate and expand F y   to F2 'CF5 DO*   such that Fy'D

F(j3) = Mjn F5 and F(24) is of the form F24) = |(xj, x2, xy 0, x4,0, 0,--.)|

\xt\ S $2 i^xV x2^ anc*  lx4l 5 *^2 4^*1' x2' *3^ w"^ ^2 4 continuous and

strictly positive. Going on in this fashion we obtain a family (F2n')<x_2 and

set M2 = Cl(U F2 '). As before one can show that Al    is a Z-set both in A

and in Q. Using Lemma B, it is straightforward to write AL as an inverse

limit of finite-dimensional cubes, thus showing that AL is homeomorphic to

Q. Also, one can specify a coordinatization for AL such that AL has infinite

deficiency in Al2 and therefore is a Z-set in Al2. The inductive step is com-

pletely analogous to the construction of AL, with M    containing F   and Al    j

and being deficient in all coordinates divisible by 2".

It follows from the remarks at the beginning of this section that we have

obtained a cap set Al = (J M    for A which is a countable union of Z-sets in Q-

Main Theorem 2.2. If X=Q1U Q2, where Qj S? Gj2 S? ¡2j n Q2^ Q;

Q. O Q2 is a Z-set in Q.  and contains an fd cap set which is a countable

union of Z-sets in Q2 then X S Q.

Proof. Combine 1.3 and 2.1.

The potential usefulness of this reduction to fd cap sets appears in the

following corollary (the definition of z'-ULC is given in [6]):

Corollary 2.3. // X = Qx u Q2 where Qx ̂  Q2 s Qx n Q2 ~ Q; gj n

Q2 is a Z-set in Q.  and either has deficiency 1 in Q2 or QS\Q.  is 0-ULC

and 1-ULC and dense in Q2, then Xsg,

Proof. According to 2.4 and 2.5 of [6], in these two cases every closed

finite-dimensional subset of 2j n Q2 is a Z-set in Q2.

The above corollary is not a very sharp result: we need only one fd cap

set for Q. <~\ Q2 consisting of Z-sets in Q2, whereas in the two cases listed

every fd cap set for öj n Q2 would do.
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Question 2. // A C Q, A s Q, does there exist an fd cap set for A which

is a countable union of Z-sets in Q?

Question 2a. ¡f A CQ, A = Q, does A contain a copy of Q which is a

Z-set in Q?

From a positive answer to Question 2 it would follow that Qj U Q2 =

Q if £?i = Q2 - öi n Ö2 — Ö and Qj n Q2 is a Z-set in Qj. Another pos-

sible line of investigation is trying to relax the conditions on the embedding

of Qin Q2 ia öi» In particular:

Question 3. // Qx = Q2 = £?j n Q2 — Q and Q\ n Q2 contains an fd

cap set which is a countable union of Z-sets both in Qj and in Q2, then is

Oi U Q2 homeomorphic to Q?

Question 3a. // £?i = Q2 = Oi n ö2 - Ö *"<*' öi n ö2 contains fd cap

sets Mj ana" M2 sz/c¿> zAai M. z's a countable union of Z-sets in Q¿, i = 1,

2, then is Q. \j Q2 homeomorphic to Q?
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